PRESS RELEASE

KENANGA INVESTORS WINS OVERALL BEST FUND HOUSE – MIXED ASSET
GROUP (PROVIDENT)
KUALA LUMPUR, 28 March 2022 – Kenanga Investors Berhad received a total of five awards at the
Refinitiv Lipper Fund Awards Malaysia 2022 (“the Awards”). The fund house won the overall best Mixed
Asset Group Provident award for the third time. Accompanying this were individual fund wins awarded
to:
• Kenanga Growth Fund (“KGF”) for best Equity Malaysia Fund over 10 Years
• Kenanga Malaysian Inc Fund (“KMIF”) for best Equity Malaysia Diversified over 3 Years
• Kenanga Growth Opportunities Fund (“KGOF”) for best Equity Malaysia Small & Mid Cap
over 5 Years
• Kenanga Diversified Fund (“KDF”) for best Mixed Asset MYR Flexible over 10 Years
“Despite yet another volatile year, Kenanga Investors was able to deliver outperformance against the
prolonged market turbulence related to the haze of political uncertainty and the re-imposition of stricter
nationwide containment measures towards the end of the second quarter. Throughout 2021, our
investments in technology & manufacturing companies locally yielded good results. These companies,
which are mostly involved in the global semi-conductor supply chain, benefited from rising global
demand for electronics as more people worked from home in addition to the long-term structural drivers
for this industry. We employed a barbell strategy focused on structural themes and cyclicals which gave
us a competitive edge since it allows us to focus on long-term performance, especially over three, five,
and ten-year periods,” says Ismitz Matthew De Alwis, Executive Director and Chief Executive Officer.
Commenting on KGF’s win, De Alwis says “We are pleased to have KGF recognised for its stellar 10year performance within the Malaysian equities space. This is also the 5th year KGF has won at the
Awards. Since inception, the Fund has delivered a performance return of 522.34%* against the FBM
KLCI’s 64.41%, achieving its stated objective to provide long-term capital growth.”
Going forward, the fund house will continue to favour sectors with more resilient earnings. “We will
remain positive on both secular growth tech companies and certain value/cyclical sectors such as
tourism, travel, consumer, property and financials. We are of the opinion that the tech development
theme has room to run, with many structural growth areas such as virtual reality, electric vehicles,
AI/machine learning, 5G and IoT,” he says.
De Alwis also notes that Kenanga Investors’ intention to support the Malaysian ESG landscape will take
on a structured approach in 2022. “Impact investing entails going beyond merely investing in non-profits
and social enterprises. In order to establish this strategy as a mainstream approach within the industry,
we are prepared to actively seek out and collaborate with regulators and corporate partners to grow the
local green economy. Our focus will also be on integrating ESG considerations at all levels of our
organisation which will include firm-wide, product, and stock-level,” De Alwis explains.
As at 31 December 2021, KGF delivered returns of 14.37% (1-year), 41.32%* (3-years), 45.67%* (5years) and 177.35% (10-years). For the same period, KMIF’s returns stood at 10.02% (1-year), 66.73%
(3- years), 74.81% (5-years) and 157.13% (10-years) while KDF’s returns came in at 5.98 (1-year),
56.07%* (3-years), 73.86%* (5- years) and 139.82% (10-years). KGOF delivered returns of 3.07% (1year), 106.83%* (3-years), 67.01%* (5- years) and 143.37% (10-years).
For more information about Kenanga Investors, please visit www.kenangainvestors.com.my
Fund performance data is as at 31 December 2021, by Lipper Investment Analytics.

###
The Refinitiv Lipper Fund Awards, granted annually, highlight funds and fund companies that have excelled in
delivering consistently strong risk-adjusted performance relative to their peers. The Refinitiv Lipper Fund Awards
are based on the Lipper Leader for Consistent Return rating, which is a risk-adjusted performance measure
calculated over 36, 60 and 120 months. The fund with the highest Lipper Leader for Consistent Return (Effective
Return) value in each eligible classification wins the Refinitiv Lipper Fund Award. For more information, see
lipperfundawards.com. Although Refinitiv Lipper makes reasonable efforts to ensure the accuracy and reliability of
the data contained herein, the accuracy is not guaranteed by Refinitiv Lipper.
Disclaimer: Investors are advised to read and understand the Master Prospectuses (“MPs”), the Supplemental
Master Prospectus (”SMP”) (if any), Information Memorandums (“IM”) (if any), Product Highlights Sheets (”PHS”)
as well as consider the fees, charges and risk factors involved before investing. The MP, SMP (if any), IM (if any)
and PHS have been registered and/or lodged with the Securities Commission Malaysia (“SC”), who takes no
responsibility for its contents and related advertisement or marketing materials, does not indicate that the SC has
recommended or endorsed the product/service. The advertisement has not been reviewed by the SC. Investors
have the right to request for a copy of PHS and other relevant product disclosure documents which are available
at our office, at any authorised distributors and our corporate website before making investment decisions. If you
are in doubt when considering the investment or any of the information provided, you are advised to consult a
professional adviser. A Fund’s track record does not guarantee its future performance. Kenanga Investors Berhad
is committed to prevent conflict of interest between its various businesses and activities and between its
clients/director/shareholders and employees by having in place procedures and measures for identifying and
properly managing any apparent, potential and perceived conflict of interest by making disclosures to Clients,
where appropriate. Kenanga Investors Berhad 199501024358.

About Kenanga Investors Berhad 199501024358 (353563-P)
We provide investment solutions ranging from collective investment schemes, portfolio management services, and
alternative investments for retail, corporate, institutional, and high net worth clients via a multi-distribution network.
At the Refinitiv Lipper Fund Awards Malaysia 2022, KIB won overall best Mixed Asset - Malaysia Provident Fund
Group award for the third time. Accompanying this were individual fund wins awarded to:
•
•
•
•

Kenanga Growth Fund for best Equity Malaysia Fund over 10 Years
Kenanga Malaysian Inc Fund for best Equity Malaysia Diversified over 3 Years
Kenanga Growth Opportunities Fund for best Equity Malaysia Small & Mid Cap over 5 Years
Kenanga Diversified Fund for best Mixed Asset MYR Flexible over 10 Years

The Hong Kong-based Asia Asset Management's 2022 Best of the Best Awards awarded KIB under the following
categories, Malaysia Best Impact Investing Manager, Best Application of ESG (ASEAN), Malaysia - Best Equity
Manager, Malaysia CEO of the Year, Malaysia CIO of the Year, and Malaysia Best House for Alternatives.
The FSMOne Recommended Unit Trusts Awards 2021/2022, named Kenanga Balanced Fund as “Balanced –
Malaysia” for the 3rd year, Kenanga ASnitaBond Fund as the “Core Fixed Income – Malaysia (Islamic)” for the
second time, while Kenanga OnePRS Conservative Fund was awarded the "Private Retirement Scheme –
Conservative" title (3rd year).
For the fifth consecutive year, KIB was affirmed an investment manager rating of IMR-2 by Malaysian Rating
Corporation Berhad, since first rated in 2017. The IMR rating on KIB reflects the fund management company’s
well-established investment processes and sound risk management practices. During the first half of 2021, KIB’s
20 largest unit trust funds outperformed its benchmarks for the one-year, three-year and five-year periods.
This Press Release was issued by Kenanga Group’s Marketing & Communications department.
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